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SITUATIVE SPACE MODEL 
We demonstrate how the Situative Space Model (SSM) [1] can be used 
to analyse the role of gaze in mobile mixed-reality personal comput-
ing settings involving both physical (everyday) objects, virtual objects 
(e.g. web pages), as well as mediators (interactive devices providing 
access to virtual objects). The SSM models what a specific human 
agent can perceive, reach and operate, at any given moment in time.
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The part of the space around the 
agent that can be perceived in a 
given moment

The set of objects currently within  
perception space that are within 
examination distances 

The set of objects whose states (external as well as internal) 
are currently in the process of being  changed by the agent 

The set of objects currently being physically 
or virtually handled  (touched, gripped; or 
selected in the virtual sense) by the agent

The part of the space around the agent that is cur-
rently accessible to  the agent’s physical actions 

The set of objects currently within 
perception space that are within 
their recognition distances

Gaze is crucial for the manipula-
tion of virtual objects through 
WIMP like interface paradigms. For 
manipulation of physical (real-
world) objects, gaze plays a role, 
but not always crucial, once the 
manipulation has been initiated. 

The visual action space is limited: Few actions 
that change the state of physical or virtual ob-
jects can be performed using eyes alone. How-
ever, gaze activity is often part of actions ex-
ecuted using other parts of the body such as 
the hands.

The union of the two 
eyes' fields of view, con-
structed by the human 
perception system on 
the basis of objects in, 
and close to, each eye's 
line of sight.

Eye movement pattern catego-
rization over time and object 
types could, potentially, help 
determining whether a visually 
perceivable object belongs to 
recognizable or examinable set. 

Physical selection is almost always preceded by 
visual selection: before grabbing anything, we 
visually fixate the object. By tracking gaze, 
computer systems can do heuristical guesses 
for what object, among all the objects in action 
space, that will be manipulated next.
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GAZE & THE SITUATIVE SPACE MODEL
Gaze is a defining factor for which space an object belongs to, potentially 
altering an object’s location within the model rapidly. To fully exploit the 
information in eye and gaze movements, the SSM would benefit from 
adding an ”attended-to” set of objects including objects across several ex-
isting SSM spaces and sets that the given human agent is attending to. 

A first-person view of a mixed-reality situation involving physical 
objects (P1-P4), virtual objects (V1-V10), and mediators (M1-M3). The 
human agent’s gaze is resting on V4.


